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ASC Spring Sports Nationally Ranked... AGAIN!
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John Wilson Named PBAC Mark Beyers Named Women's
Baseball Player of the Week PBAC Tennis Coach of Year
Even though his playing days are

Armstrong State'sJ ohn Wilson was
over, the honors haven't stopped for former
named the Peach Belt Athletic ASC tennis All-American, Mark Beyers
Conference Player of the Week on ^pictured at left).
April 20.
Although he is the graduate assistant ;or
In four games, Wilson hit .667 (10- the ASC tennis teams, Mark was named
15) with one double, one triple, sixRBI the 1994 Women's Peach Belt Athletic
and scored eight runs. He had an .867 Conference Coach of t he Year.
Pirate head tennis coach, Andreas
slugging percentage and a .727 onbase
Koth, who is technically theheadcoach of
percentage while hitting in the lead50th the ASC men's and women's teams,
off spot for the Pirates.
suggested that Mark be considered for
Wilson was 7-11 in a three-game coach of the year honors due to his efforts
series with Pembroke State in the first with ASC's women's team. The other
round of the PBAC tournament. ASC coaches in the PBAC obviously felt that
won that series to advance to the finals Mark's work was worthy of honor as they
voted him Coach of the Year.
of the PBAC tournament.
During his career at ASC, Mark com
Wilson was the second Pirate to
piled
an overall 99-22 record in singles
receive Player of the Week honors for
and was honored with All-America ststus
ASC. First baseman Deron Spink won
in both singles and doubles play.
the award on February 14th.

ASC Women's Tennis Team Takes
1994 PBAC Championship Title

athletic teams are sweeping awards in the
NCAA— Peach Belt Athletic Conference
(PBAC), their mentor has recently been
honored with the announcement of a
presitigious award aswell. Congratulations
p,. Roger
KOSei Counsil,
^oun5„, currently ....
to Drthe
Department Head of Physical Education
and Athletics, who was recently inducted
as an Honorary Life Member in the
National Association of College
Gymnastics Coaches (NACGC). The

Association.
ASC was paced by Regina Wieser,
Silke Krafft and Cheri Ward in attaining
the title.
Wieser was the champion of the first
flight, taking a 6-1, 6-1 decision from
Michelle Pa lethorpe of Georgia College.
Wieser earned All-PBAC and Player of the
Year honors in the PBAC with the win.
Krafft was the champion of the second
flight and Ward took top honors of flight
number four. Both players earned AllPBAC honors.
In doubles play, Krafft teamed with
Ilka Mathiak to win the first flight and
Wieser paired up with Gabi Hauck to gain
the championship of flight number two.
Krafft, Mathiak, Wieser and Hauck
earned All-PBAC honors with their titles
in doubles play.

NACGC Honors Athletic
Department's Dr. Roger Counsil
While the Armstrong State Pirate

The ASC women's tennis team, the
1993 Peach Belt Athletic Conference CoChampion, won the 1994 Peach Belt title
outright by outdistancing second place
Georgia College, 55-52, in the PBAC
tournament in Florence, South Carolina.
The Pirates conclude the season with
a 14-4 record and a number TEN national
ranking by the Intercollegiate Tennis

Photo by DarreU Stephens.

Regina Wieser-1994 PBAC Women's
Player of the Year.
Armstrong State's Mark Beyers was
named the PBAC Coach of the Year in
voting by the PBAC women's tennis
coaches.

ir

Photo by DarreU Stephens

ASC
Baseball
rRanked #4 in
NCAA II.
See page 12.
P3I-

award was presented on April 21 duringthe
banquetandawards meeting of theNACGC
in conjunction with the 1994 NCAA
Gymnastics Championships in Lincoln,
Nebraska.
Counsil, who coached the U.S.
GymnasticsTe.n, in 1980 and would have
accompanied that team to the
Olympics had President Jimmy Carter not
boycotted, is o ne of only thirty coaches
who have received this honor.

For the second
consecutive year, ail
three of ASC's spring
athletic teams are
nationally ranked in
NCAA II:
Baseball... #4
Men's Tennis... #7
Women's Tennis... #10
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International Fair Promises International Fun
Submitted by the
ASC Bahai College Club

On Saturday, April 30th at 6pm, an
international fair featuring multicultural
food and music will be held at the ASC
student center. The fair will be sponsored
by the ASC Bahai College Club. There is
no admission charge. It is possible that
another co-sponsor or co-sponsors will be
found before the fair is held. The ASC
Bahai College Club is run by members of
the Bahai Faith, an independent religion
that promotes the unity of humankind.
Non-Bahai membership is welcome. Call
921-0446 for more information.

The concept behind the fair is
apprecia tion ofcul tural di versi ty. Perhaps
you cook a particular dish that you would
like others to try because you know that if
they tried it they would like it. Bring it to
the fair! Perhaps you have some music
that you would like others to hear because
you know that if they heard it they would
like it. Bring it to the fair! Whether
Russian, Mexican, Chinese, Japanese,
German, Indian (Native American and
Eastern), Korean, Brazilian, Persian,
Kenyan, Sudanese, Swedish, and yes,
American, or any other background, bring
your music, your food, and yourself to the
fair! Dress that reflectscultural background
is highly recommended. Be sure topractice
your dancing before the fair!

The Kashmir Dispute: A
Look at a Faculty Lecture
By M ichael Marquardt
Guest Writer
Kashmir is a semi-autonomous state
located in the northern most regions of
India. It is approximately 200,000 sq.
km in size, and is home to people of both
the Hindu as well as the Muslim faith.
India controls 60% of the province,
Pakistan 30%, and China 10%. As
shown by these figures, the major players
attempting to control Kashmir are India
and Pakistan.
Due in major part to the religious
troubles between these two groups, in
1947 Britain created the countries of
India and Pakistan out of its colonial
possessions. The area now known as
India is principally Hindu, while that of
Pakistan is a Muslim nation. The state
of Kashmir was left unclaimed due to its
division on these devout lines. Later
Pakistan came forward saying that it
should rule Kashmir because the majority
of its inhabitants were Muslim. India
wanted control because the major
political leader in Kashmir, Sheik Abdul,
even though he is Muslim, wanted to
become part of India.
This troubled area has a history of
solving political turmoil through the use
of violence. Assassination of rival
leaders as well as political terrorism have
become commonplace. Because of this
political instability, there has been no
democratic government since January of
1990. Although elections have been
held in 1977 and 1982, the people of
Kashmir have felt like they have been
tainted, and this has led to secessionist
elements and even more terrorist acts.
After Sheik Abdul's death, he was
followed in power by h is son, who was a
poor leader at best. He and the leader of
India at that time felt that they were
western educated men, and they both

wanted to impose their beliefs on
Kashmir. This conflict in leadership
opened the door for even more
Pakistani influence. Finally, India «
resorted to its old tactic of imposing an
iron-willed interim governor, whose
duties were to keep the area from falling
into anarchy.
At the present time, several
solutions to the troubles in Kashmir
have been proposed. These include
political reform, concession, principle of
vote, confederation, and reorganization.
Currently, though, there are no political
heads existing with whom to attempt
any dialogue. The government of India
is now resorting to wearing down the
local militants through the use of
military interdiction.
You might ask yourself— What is
the United States' interest in Kashmir?
Our government's main concern is with
the possible human rights violations
that may be taking place in Kashmir.
India counters this meddling by
claiming that Kashmir is an internal
problem, and that India does not
concern itself with the happenings of
internal troubles within the United
States. India also brings up the possible
economic implications that could affect
the United States should it become too
heavily engaged in this dispute.
India has now learned how big
power politics in the United States
work. Consequently, it has hired
lobbyists to improve relations in
Washington, D.C. The results of these
lobbyist actions have been to put the
entire Kashmir dispute into deep freeze.
In effect, these lobbyist actions have
taken Kashmir out of the public eye.
Once the waters have calmed, new
solutions will hopefully be proposed
which will allow an equitable
settlement to this trouble.

If you've taken a look around you
recently, you've certainly noticed some
interesting things about Savannah Perhaps
you've heard more and more people speaking
foreign languages. Perhaps you've noticed
more and more people of Asian background
in our city. Perhaps you've recently met
people whose religion is not Christianity or
Judaism. Fact is, Savannah is everyday
becoming less and less a city of people of
Southern heritage, and more and more an
international community. Also, many
Savannahians claim two or more cultural

identities as their own. As the diversity rf
the people in our city continues toincrease
the greater will grow our opportunities to
learn more about people of bac kgrounds
different from our own.
I w ould like to end with a quote from
the Bahai Writings: "The diversity in the
human family should be the cause of love
and harmony, as it is in music where many
different notes blend together inthe making
of a perfect chord."— Abdu I Baha, Advgm
of Divine Justice, page 32.

Political Science Students
Visit Washington D.C.
By Joshua Walker and Nancy Delahaye
Guest Writers
The presidency is one of the most
important and public institutions of the
Uni ted States, as the office of the presidency
has such a major influence on our lives. The
Center for the study of the Presidency is the
first of its kind to be devoted to the office of
the President of the United States.
The center recently held its 25th
Annual Symposium in Washington D.C.
on March 18-20, with issues 94 as its theme.
We were proud to represent Armstrong State
College at such an informative and
influential affair.
The event took place at the Hyatt
Regency on Capital Hill, and there were
approximately 700 students and faculty
membersinattendance. Ourentireweekend
was occupied with politicat discourse, both
formal and informal, featuring keynote
speeches by influential Washington insiders
and issue panels concentrating on various
contemporary issues. We also attended a
career orientation session which gave us
some insightful information on internship
opportunities.
We collectively toured a few
Washington landmarks and governmental
buildings.
Our experience in Washington D.C.
was worthwhile. We had a taste of the city

and the politics that prevail within it.
At the Symposium sessions,we learned
what problems the president will face in
1994, and in that respect gained so me
insight into how he might solve su ch
problems.
The various social functions at the
hotel gave us a chance to meet othe r
students and faculty from all over the
country as well as some from Canada and
South America.
We received some literature on
opportunities for students to intern in
Washington in various capacities. We
also went shopping in Georgetown, ate
lunch at the Hard Rock Cafe, and sampled
the Washington D.C. nightlife. Wesimply
had a great time. There were some
disappointments, such as some
cancellations and changes in the original
program, and in addition to that some
politicians were more open and direct in
their addresses and subsequent question
and answer sessions.
On the whole,
however, the symposium was an excellent
event organized by influential and
important organizations.
Armstrong would do well by
continuing to secure the resources necessary
to have student representatives at future
symposiums, for it was a great learning
experience.

XjQO
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NEWS BRIEFS
ASC ART SHOW

INTERNATIONAL FORUM LECTURE

Department of Art and
rlusic will present the First
•Congressional District High
ISchooi Art Show in the Fine Arts
jGaiiery until April 29- Admission
lis free and open to the public. For
2 information,call 927-5325.
•• •

STUDENT AFFAIRS
ANNOUNCES LATE HOURS

ON

The Division of Student;
I Affairs is open on Thursday
evenings until 7:30pm. A
counselor will be available for
Iindividual appointments and to
I assist students with the Discover
Icomputer and Resume Expert
programs. A work-study student
will provide support services.
: •m•

"THE NATURE AND STRUCTURE OF THE
ISLAMIC WORLD"
BY

DR. RALPH BRAIBANTI
JAMES B. DUKE PROFESSOR EMERITUS
DUKE UNIVERSITY

| ASC VISITATION NIG HT

ENDORSED B Y THE A.S.C. FACULTY CO MMITTEE ON I NTERNATIONAL P ROGRAMS/ACTIVITIES

12:15 P.M.
HEALTH PROFESSIONS AUDITORIUM
MONDAY, APRIL 25,1994
Why do Americans tend to view Middle Easterners, especially Arabs
and Muslims, in sinister stereotypes? Why is it vital for us to discard
those stereotypes? How can we replace them with images basedI on fac s
and a more objective understanding of what is happening in theM'd<l>e
East? Few Americans are as well-versed about this complex region of the
world as Dr. Ralph Braibanti, James B. Duke Professor Emeritus. Dr
Braibanti established and directed Duke University's renown^ rslan^c
and Arabian Development Studies program until hisJ'1™4'
continues to work for better understanding of one bdhon Mushms.
Recently, Dr. Braibanti was a keynote speaker for
League of Arab States held at Savannah State College during April 7 9,
1994'This

program is sponsored by the ASC Faculty Committee on

International Programs and Activities and is °P*n 'o t *
students, and the general public. For further information, contact
5296 or 921-5675.

927!

A rmstrong will hold a College
IVisitation NightonTuesday, April
26.
Faculty and student
Irepresentatives willbe on hand to
I talk about admissions, financial
laid, housing, athletics, academics,
land campus activities. A tour of ^
I the campus anddormitories will be !
jincluded for alt those interested. 1
IThere will also be a demonstarion
of Armstrong's new distance
leamingprogram. For reservations
or more information, call
jadmissions, 927-5275.

JENSEN E XHIBITED
Linda Jensen, Art and Music,
I had a hand-coolored photograph,
Condi in Black Sequined Dress',
accepted for exhibition in the;
jMidwestPhotography Invitational;
VIII at the University of
Wisconsin—
Green
Bay,!
September 14—October 19. The
Iwork will go on tour until May 4,
11996, and will be exhibited at
institutions in Indiana, Iowa,
Illinois, Michigan,Ohio, andSouth
|Dakota.
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Army ROTC scholarships pay off t wice, with
money towards your education and five weeks
of nu rsing experience in an Army hospital.
Hundreds of nursing students win Army
ROTC scholarships every year. You can, too.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact the Department of Military Science
(912) 927-5206/07
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Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow: The
Department of Baccalaureate Nursing
By Dr. Marilyn Buck
Department Head, Baccalaureate Nursing
Spring is a time for growth and renewal
and the Department of Baccalaureate
Nursing at Armstrong State College is no
exception. The program has grown from a
faculty of six with sixteen graduates in
1982 to fourteen faculty members and
eighty-six candidates for graduation june
1994. Two additional graduate faculty
members bring the faculty total to sixteen.
Seven of these have doctoral degrees,
another is engaged in dissertation research
and two others are about to begin doctoral
studies. The newest "doctor," Marcie Hart,
was awarded the PhD in Nursingform Case
Western Reserve University in 1993. Her
dissertation r esearch on Dependent Care
Agency in Pregnancy has stimulated much
interest and she has presented her research
at various conferences including the
Southern Nursing Research Society
Conference, theSecond Annual Rosemary
Ellis Scholar's Retreat, and the
International Self-Care Deficit Nursing
Theory Conference, and at least one article

111
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Degree Nursing at the college. Students
recently returned from the state convention
in Atlanta with plans toattend the national
convention in Philadelphia in April, 1994.
Twenty-eight seniors were inducted into
Sigma Theta Tau in February. Stephanie
Stapleton, Kelly Nelson, and Charlotte
Wood were named to Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities. Leigh
Goggans was chosen as Armstrong's
representative to Academic Recognition
Day in the Georgia General Assembly.
The Second Annual Fall Research Day
was held at Memorial Medical Center in
November, 1993. Posterpresentationswere
judged and first place was warded to Sigma
Theta Tau members Shirley Brown, Mary
Ellen Calderon, Jennifer Fournier, Janice
Mark, and Linda Roper for their project
entitled "Foley Catheters: Risky Therapy."
The top three poster presentations will
compete at the Sigma Theta Tau, Mu
Kappa Chapter Research DayinMay 1994.
The 1993 graduates achieved a ninetysix percent pass rate on the NCLEX-RN
exam in July. This rate is better than the
Georgia and national ADN, Diploma, and

Baccalaureate means. The average
NCLEX-RN pass rate for the department's
twelve year history is ninety-six percent,
including three years of one hundred
percent passing. In 1994, the graduates
will be taking the new CAT NCLEX-RN
exam.
In order to meet the new challenges in
health care, a major curriculum revision
project iscurrently underway. Initial efforts
are being directed to the RN to BSN
curriculum but both generic and RN
curricular changes are anticipated as the
focus of nursing education changes to
community-based practice. The program
has always included RN students and 119
have graduated since 1982, including 22
RN's who completed requirements at the
Brunswick Center. In order to better met
the needs of RN students, a complete
sequence of RN's only courses wil1 be offered
at Armstrong beginning Spring, 1994.
Another sequence of RN's only courses is
scheduled to begin during 1994-1995 at
the Brunswick Center as well. The new
curriculum implementation is anticipated
during 1995-1996. •

liipfi

A.S.C COUPON

"mm
/

has already been accepted for publication.
Camille Stern and Marilyn Buck are
engaged in a longitudinal study of critical
thinking skills development
in
baccalaureate nursing students. Bonnie
Neuman, Marcie Hart, and Angela
Chumley won Research Day Awards at
Memorial Medical Center in 1993. Marian
Conway was appointed Congressional
District Coordinator, District 1, U.S. House
of Representatives. Mary Ann Roth and
Nettie Levett were elected to office in the
Georgia Nurses Association. Elaine Silcox
is the First District Georgia Honoree.
Marilyn Buck was asked to chair the
Partners for Community Health Advisory
Council. A comprehensive plan to improve
community health will be developed. The
project is a cooperative venture of the
United Way of the Coastal Empire and the
Chatham County Health Department.
Current students are also active and
involved in scholarly, professional, and
service activities. The Armstrong State
College Georgia Association of Nursing
Students (GANS) Chapterisacooperative
effort with the Department of Associate

m
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FREE HALF-HOUR
OF POOL!
LIMIT ONE PER PER SON PER VISIT

FEATURING 1 8 POOL TABLES, 2 DART B OARDS,
SHUFFLEBOARD, & A SMOKE-FREE ENVIRONMENT!

OPEN 11:00 A.M.—1:00 A.M. MON. THURS.
11:00 a.M.— 2:00 a.m. FRI.—SAT.
6:00 P.M.—MIDNIGHT ON SUNDAY

FREE HALF-HOUR OF POOL W/
LUNCH PURCHASE MON.—FRI.!
TUESDAY NI GHT IS COLLEGE
NIGHT! 1/2 PRICE POOL AND $1.00
DRAFTS W / COLLEGE I.D.!

_5L

13051 Abercorn Street «

Savannah,

Ga., 31419
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Cheating? Not My Students... Right?
In the late hours of M arch 21, 1994, a truly terrible
incident occurred. I was g rading the final exam I had
administered earlier that night to my Essentials Chemistry
(CHE201) class. My method called for grading the bonus
questions on the last pageof all of the exams prior to grading
the body of the exam.
I had completed this task for most of the exams while
waiting for the last few students to finish marking their
answers. Now I was at home, working on these last few.
Then, while returning one student's exam to the awaiting
stack, a small rectangle of paper fellout and fluttered to the
floor. Thinking only that the student might have written
a note for me, I retrieved the piece of paper. The words on
the paperhad been typed in fine printon one side and hand
written on the other. Curious, I looked closer. Then 1
realized the type of information encompassed by this small
piece of paper. A cheat sheet? No, this can't possibly be a
cheat sheet... but it was.
At first 1 was stunned. I co uldn't, or didn't want to,
believe that the student had gone to so much effort tode
vise
acheats'neetforoneofmyexams. After all, how would the
student have known what information was worthy of inclu
sion on such a device? And wouldn't the student have
realized earlier that the preparation of this cheat sheet was,
in itself, a form of studying that negated the need for an
attempt to cheat?
Then I became very angry. How dare this student
cheat on the final exam! These students were all adults and
I had trusted them to be honest people, each willing to
accept responsibility for their own study habits. How dare
this student betray that trust?
My anger persisted throughout the grading of the stack
of exams. As a scientist, I tr y to grade objectively. This
means 1 grade the first page of all of the exams, then flip that
page over, shuffle the papers, and do not again refer to the
names on each exam until the grading has been completed.
This prevents any personal bias from affecting the grades
which each studentearns. And yet, somehow, the cheater's
paper kept coming to my attention. I would shuffle it back
into the others, but my subconscious mind would again

alert me when I came to it in the stack, refueling my anger
about the incident.
Then a nagging thought finally surfaced. The other
students in the class hadn't felt the need to cheat... or had
they? How would I e ven know? I h adn't seen anything
amiss while they were taking the exam, but maybe I h ad
somehow overlooked any cheating, not wanting to believe
in its presence. No, surely none of the others had done such
a thing . . . right? Had anyone cheated on any of the
previous exams? Suddenly, I found that I was mistrusting all
of the students, not just this one which had been caught.
The next morning, I called Dr. Henry Harris, the head
of the Chemistry/Physics Department to report the cheat
ing incident and find out the proper course of action. He
informed me that I should contact Bill Kelso of the Student
Affairs Office. I did so, then brought in the evidence and
the student's exam so that copies could be made for the
Student Honor Council.
Later, I was inf ormed that the case would be heard on
March 31 and I agreed ot be present to answer any questions
of the council members or the accused student. The student
had already decided to confess to the charge of cheating on
the final exam. 1 answered questions concerning student
participation in class and the test grades of this student,
then the council members recommended to Dr. Frank
Butler what action should be taken. Yesterday, on April
14th, I was informed that Dr. Butler had accepted the
council's recommend punishment and the case was closed.
The first exam of the new quarter was administered on
the Monday after the hearing. I kept a watchful eye on all
of my new students, suspecting each one of having the
potential will to cheat. To mistrust people I don't yet
know—what a horrible, sick feeling I had that night,
watching these innocent students but suspecting the worst
of each one. I apologize to all of them for my unwarranted
mistrust of their actions. All I can ask is for their patience
with me while I try again to believe in the integrity honesty
and integrity of each person. Thanks.
—Faustina Lee Smith

ASC Students Care About Grades
School for the Good, Bad, and the Indifferent
Dear Editor,
As a full-time, non-traditional student employed part-time here on campus, 1 am
concerned about some of Dr. Douglass' views expressed in his letter to you concerning
student performance levels.
Dr. Douglass' belief that many, if not most, students fail because they choose to do
so excludes many variables. Many, if not most, of the students I k now at Armstrong
juggle work, school, and family responsibilities. I know one student who holds two jobs,
carries twenty hours each quarter, and maintainsa respectable GPA. These are not nontraditional students like myself but are young adults who are struggling to acquire an
education through their won efforts. Also, to believe that all students have the
capability to do well in
allcoursesisperhaps naive. If Dr. Douglass isfrustrated bystudent
performance, perhaps the course should be reviewed for content and difficulty level.
As a taxpayer and a member of the Dean's List, 1 laud the suggestion to expect
refunds from all who do not earn grades of "A" or "B". As a human being, I'm revolted.
Do we return to the years of "Merrie Olde Englande" when only the rich or extremely
gifted could attend college ? I thought that America stri ved to provide education for all
persons— the good, the bad, and the indifferent.
I also take exception to Dr. Douglass' opinion of the student body's level of maturity.
Shouldn't college be a place where students explore alternatives, learn social skills, and
acquire knowledge? I ca n testify that many students forego social events to prepare
papers and study for tests. Maybe a few honestly believe that professors enjoy flunking
students, but 1doubt it. Most professors are genuinely concerned about their students'
performance, and the students know who they are.
I enjoy Armstrong. Enrollment is small. I know my professors, and they know me.
When 1 graduate, I believe I will have gained knowledge which will be of use in future
years. It's a great school with hard-working students and faculty. Let's live together in
peace.
Sue Wiley

The Ultimate Resolution
Dear Editor,
With a growing federal government and an even
more rapidly growing national debt, this country is
headed for disaster in the form of increased unemployment, crime, and serious recessions/depressions. Tough
times call for tough, radical measures, and one possible
solution is emerging from Utah. The Committee of50
States, chaired by former Utah governor J. Bracken
Lee, was designed to encourage 38 states (3/4 of the
states) to pass "The Ul timate Resolu tion" in whichthe
ederal government would be dissolved once the na
tional debt reached $6 trillion. Thus, the president,
Congress, and federal judiciary would be dismissed.
Such a move is entirely constitutional because the
states themselves created the federal government, giv
ing it certain limited powers. Since then, the federal
government has assumed too much control over this
country, forgetting that it is an agentof the states. The
states, however, do have the power to obliterate all
ederal authority. The Ultimate Resolution states that
any attempt to eliminate the U.S. Constitution would
automatically allow states to regain all powers and the
ederal government would be discontinued. Each state
would then become a separate, sovereign nation—just
as the 13 original states were in 1787 during our first
constitutional convention. These states would retain
their power until all the states join together to create a
new confederation.
The problem, however, is i n passing this resolulon in 38 states, but such a decision would work better
aansecession given the unity and agreementamongat
east 3/4 of the states. The Declaration of Indepen
dence states that governments exist to protect its
citizens' rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi
ness, but "that whenever any form of government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the
people to alter or abolish it."
— Randy Ball

Letter Policy Department
The Inkwell welcomes letters praising or criticizing the editorial opinions or policies of thi
newspaper. Letters tothe editor may be hand-written or typed (double spaced) and theyshouk
not exceed 600 words. They may also be submitted on 3.25" floppy disk, provided they ar
formatted with a Macintosh and they are in MacWrite or Pagemaker. Letters must be signet
upon request
and include a valid mailing
but iiainto
names will
o address for *verification,
t| uui
Will be
UC withheld
WIUUIC1U U^UII
L
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit letters for sty le or ontent.
c
Please address letters to Shelle
Carroll, Inkwell, 11935 Abercorn Street, Savannah, Georgia, 31419.
The Inkwell also welcomes guest editorials. They must be submitted one week prior to th
submission deadline, and it must meet the approval of the Editorial Board

Circulation Department
The Inkwell is distributed on Wednesdays five times a quarter. Copies may be obtained in the
distribution boxes located in Hawes Hall, Solms Hall, the Cafeteria, the Fine Arts Building, the
gymnasium, the Administration building, Gamble Hall, the Lane Library, and Victor Hall.
Subscriptions are available for home delivery (through the mail, actually) for the paltry sum of
e address aI1 inquiries to:SheIley Carroll, The Inkwell, 11935 Abercorn Street,
jr 3 qUal?er„
Savannah, Georgia, 31419.

Advertising Department
The Inkwell s national advertising rates are as
follows:
$ 7.50 per column inch
Discounts are available.
Call (912) 927-5351 for more information.
Insertion Rates: $75 per 1000
1000 minimum; 2500 maximum. Nobarterin'.
is a

stuXn'r' jJlished
5 P

five

c™es

Per academic quarter, bi-weekly on alternate Wednesdays. It

d°^°C neCesSari'Y reflect

dm nista io
iTn "
the views or opinions of the faculty,
administration, the University System of Georgia, or the Board of Regents.
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The
Tradition
Continues...
for the 20th year

If you are interested in being
a peer advisement leader, then apply for

the Orientation

Program for New Students

at

ARMSTRONG STATE COLLEGE
Pick up applications in the Student Activities Office.

Deadline:

MAY 4th
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People and Places: May Is Coming
By Aurelia Roth
StaffWriter

May is coming ...
Who has ever heard of St. Tiburtius?
Probably not too many people; but he is
nevertheless one of the few patron saints of Europe
who had a day named after them. In Bohemia and
England (—seldom does one hear these two countries
mentioned together—) St. Tiburtius Day is also
called Cuckoo Day. According to old tradition, if the
weather is mild, people are encouraged to go out to
the woods and listen to the call of the cuckoo.
Superstition says that you will live as many years as
the cuckoo calls. (Would a
cuckoo be in the mood of calling
at least 80 times?) And if you
jingle with the coins in your
pocket during the bird's
utterances, you will never run
out of money for the rest of the
year. Notice: ... for the rest of
t h e y e ar .
The traditional celebration
of certain days in the calendar
year emphasizes —more in
Europe than in the U. S.— (here,
we celebrate shopping days!) the
intertwinementofour lives with
nature's cycle; as nature begets,
ripens and excels, so do we. And
no other month of the year lends
itself to praising and glorifying
rejuvenation quite as the month
of May. With W inter having run
its course and the fickle April
waning, May is the promiseofall
the exciting new sides of life to come, of celebrations
and ventures, and yes —of romance and love.
The first of the month, —May Day—, used to be
celebrated with various customs by country folks, —
the dance around the may pole still survives— but a
different breed of people, at the beginning of our
modern century, turned it into the "Day of the
worker." Communists and socialists, in the process,
gave the day a different connotation, as thousands
and thousands ofSoviet soldiers and equipment were
paraded passed stiffly onlooking Stalins, Khruchevs
and Brezhnevs.
While these harsh spectacles of power have been
practically eliminated, the 1st of May is still a legal
holiday in Middle and Northern European countries,
and a perfect occasion for the population to stream
out into and rediscover woods, meadows and
mountains.
Mothers' Day might only be by coincidence a
day of May; 1 really don't know. But while I do l ove
getting flowers at any time of the year, I am not
particularly sentimental about Mother's Day. And I
always feel sorry for the gussied-up, corsaged mothers,
dragged out by their kids, who are standing in a line
in front of "Red Lobster."
Give me the feast of a country Pentecost any
time, with spine-tingling organ music reverberating
through small baroque churches, whose back yard

rolling masses of darkly Pentecost
roses. Or let me take in a Christ's Ascension's open
air procession as it sways through a tiny village, with
the "Body of Christ" carried under a baldachine
"heaven," to bless nature.
One of the most colorful processions of that kind
takes place annually on the Hallstatt Lake, nestled in
the midst of the Upper Austrian Alps. A parade of
decorated boats, complete with the gold of church
paraphernalia, the red and black of the clergy and a
potpourri of huesof the villagers' national costumes,
all accompanied by the blasts of a more somber
version of Oompah-pah music, is an unforgettable,
heart-warming sight. That is the glory of May!
runneth over with

Hallstatt's setting is as romantic as it is laden
with history. It was the scenario of excavations from
the 8th to the 4th century before Christ, examples of
which are exhibited in the village's Prehistoric
Museum; and an old salt mine is still operating for
the enjoyment of visitors.
There are several similar lakes in this area, called
the Salzkammergut, whose breath-taking scenery
has been appreciated by people from all over the
world, for centuries. In 1810, Napoleon, who had an
eye for the extraordinary, was so smitten with a little
treasure named "Moon Lake" nearby, that he gave it
as a present to one of his officers. Neppich! ( That's
Yiddish for: "that's easy for you to do!")
May is a perfect month to travel; and when I wa s
still young and in the work force, 1 always reserved
one week of vacation for this time of the year. While
I alw ays spent at least one Winter week skiing, and
my big summer vacation at the Italian or Yugoslavian
sea coast, I perused the fine weather of May to explore
places and cities I hadn't seen yet. Suchly, in the early
Sixties, with the Iron Curtain still tightly in place in
Eastern Europe, I went, for the first time, to Budapest.
Since one could only stay in governmentapproved quarters and had to pay for it up-front with
Western money, only the finest hotels were made
available for travelers. My travel companion and I
ended up in one of the most elegant hotels, dripping
with old-world charm, the kind of which we couldn't

have afforded in the Western counterpart. The
Astoria, located on the lively Kossuth Lajos Utca ,
had rooms appointed with mahogany furniture, lots
of mirrors, and fabrics of red velvet and silk. One of
thegadgets.providedforus.delightedustonoendan old-fashioned hand bell for summoning servants,
We also had paid for a meal plan inthe hotel and
could orderanythingwesawonthemenu.whichwas
written in Hungarian and French. The food wa s
absolutely heavenly and accompanied by the sounds
of the best Hungarian gypsy music band 1 had ever
heard. This, together with a little Tokaj wine, can
transform you into the kind of mood that renders you
helpless with delight.
The flawless weatherofthat
wonderful May let us explore
the other treasures of
Budapest, such as the stately
Szabadsag Hid —the Chain
Bridge, the Gellert Hill, the
wonderful, London-like
parliament, at the banks of
the Danube, and the breath
taking, castle-like Fisher's
Bastion. After a few days, we
said good-bye to our amiable
head waiter, Jozsi-Baczi, —
we called him, according to a
Hungarian tradition, uncle—
and the fiery PrimaSf violinist,
Janos Baczi, ant) yf qtqggfj on
to Lake Balaton, a beautiful
recreation area. There we
stayed for the rest of our
vacation, boating, hiking,and
yes, a little romancing, since
It was always inevitable for two young girls like my
companion and I n ot to attract a little attention.
The "man of that May" was a handsome Finnish
vacationer.
Rejecting other "admirers," such as the dining
room piano player, who always came to chat at our
table during his breaks, and who asked me for a "lock
of hair" as a memento, I w as
drawn to this man who came from one of the Northern
most cities of Finland. Pentti, who was tall, towheaded and had marvelously pronounced cheek
bones, caught my eye one evening, when he silently
entered the dining room and stood observingly in the
door frame
for a moment , exuding an aura of
worldliness and — loneliness.
The month of May has to have some romance in
it; it just has to! "It wouldn't be May if it w eren't for
love," somebody once said. I'm not sure who; but
somebody must have said it. So honor it; go and do
something about it; start or rekindle something; be
insightful, poetic and daring and take as a mottothat
delight ful song ( —I can hear Richard Burtons
voice!) of "Camelot:"
Tra la, it's May, the lusty month of May,
that darling month when everyone goes blissfully
astray.

Tra la, it's here, that shocking time of year when
tons of wicked little thoughts merrily appear. • •
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The Closed Door Policy of ASC

By Beverly English
Staff Writer
"Ka-chunk! Whap! Damn..."
"Ka-chunk, clunk, chunka, chunka chunk... knock knock
bock!
It's Sunday morning 10:00 A.M. Student workers trying to
meet deadlines tire of the endless noise downstairs in the MCC
foyer as dorm residents, Elderhostels and baseball players arrive,
one by many, for their morning feeding in the cafeteria below.
Of more than a dozen doors, only one is unlocked. Baseball
players curse p rofanely as, once again, they play the game of
"guess which d oor they've unlocked today." Elderhostels try
their luck, often giving up and turning away with dismal, con
fused faces.
People in a hurry rush up the flight of stairs, yank at the door
handle and smash themselves face-first on the glass and metal
doors. Embarrassed , they look around. They try the other side,
working their way down along the line of locked glass doors and
wondering what the problem is.
The problem is the "closed door policy." In an apparent
effort to c ut down on unauthorized entry, ASC doorkeepers
unlock one or two doors, often one side only of a double door.
The other doors may n ot open at all, the locking mechanisms

long since ripped from their frames by a ngry students seeking
quick entry to the side ofa building, rather thai walking 200 feet
around to the front steps. They are lucky they can walk. For
those in w heelchairs, a steep ramp awaits that not even an
athletic person could manage without breaking a sweat. Bath
rooms and exits ae hidden in mazes of winding halls. Fireexits
ate blocked, doors chained from the inside.
Everyday, it's pick and choose. Will the right half of the far
left doors at the gym be open today or the left hand door at the
far right? Is there a reason for the madness? Is it an issue of
security, a time-saving device for campus police, a conspiracy
against older people to confuse their minds, or a play to cause
impatient teens to lose their tempers? It is not wise to padlock
the doors from the inside—and it may be in violation of firesafety

Until recently, the closed door problem was merely an
inconvenience of a tedious guessing game, but now. . . now
they've gone too far.
As students entered the Academic Computer Labs on
Friday, April 16, they were greeted by a lone desk in the middle
of the hallway. By Saturday the desk had been surrounded by a
wall, blocking the back exit leading to the new bookstore. In
addition, the only bathrooms available in the building were cut
off from student use.
Computer personnel advised anxious, teary-eycd students
that they'd have to take a hike, literally, to the biology building
or MCC. Some students refused and got into the restrooms by
unlocking the door that blocked the computer lab from the
newly devised Developmental Studies office. Sunday, the knobs
on the door leading to the fire
exit and restrooms had been
taped over with a piece of paper

exit regulations. What is the problem?

Assistant Editors

Mary Henry

Michael Anderson
Benjamin A. Bator

to deny students access.
The inkwell investigated this illegal action and found few
people who knew what, ifanything, was going on We contacted
the new director of plant operations, who kindly met us in the
computer room with blue prints in hand. He was unaware of the
problem and has promised that the situation will be corrected as
quickly as possible.
Until then, if you plan to visit academic computing, make
sure you bring your winter woolies (it's cold in there) and a
change of underpants, 'cause if you gotta go, you gotta hold it.
And if a fire breaks out, well.
They tell me that there is a plan in the works to expand the
computer lab into the old bookstore and enlarged Developmen
tal Studies area. In the meantime, just shake a leg and, hey,
remember our motto at ASC, "Act first, think later." It is, after
all, the American way of doing things.

ASC Alumnus Alvie
Smith to Speak at ASC

When he was growing up in £vannah, Alvie Smith had a "very rough
childhood." Upon entering Armstrong he received a $210.00 scholarshp which
"paid my tuition for two years." It"was the life preserver which allowed me to pub
myself out of the gutter" and move on to a career with General Motors. Retired
from General Motors, he is now a public relations consultant.
On Monday, May 2 Smith will be in Savannah and would like to speak with
Armstrong stunts in an formal
MiverfSa^rah, Alvie Smith is now a Bitmingham. Ml public relations
consultant emphasiring o^—I

Hank "Scoop" Finkelmeyer

Rebekha Sigler

corporate communications

32
seminars before university and

Contributors
A.S.C. Economics Club
;e President Frank Butler
Dr. Keith Douglass
Advisor
fell

MiekiXee

«#Jnhens § j p
Darnell Stephens, S.LD.

the Savannah Morning News^
Smith is
missions over Germany.
U.S. Air Force included J 3 o-i' oomu g
to the students of
interested in bringing a practical an insP'r^n°^
f ence room A in the
Armstrong. The presentation^ wdk held » conlerc
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Film Scapes
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Well, not for long. Alex finds out, over dinner,
dinner with
the boys one nigh t, that Eddy knows literature anddrama.
She develops a major crush on him; meanwhile,Stuart has
the hots for Alex, and... Eddy realizes that Stuartjust may
be the love of his life. (Isn't there a rule somewhere that
the one you have a crush on usually doesn't feel the same
about you? Sure seems to be that way!)
In the name of sanity, the three make a "sacred vow"
Take me out to the ball game, take me out to the to NOT get sexually involved with each other. However,
show! With this film, you can do both at the same time. that opens up a whole world of touching and flirting that
Cool, eh?
leads to their suite being renamed as "3some" by a dormAt the start of this new season, Rachel Forbes (Mar— rat jealous of their easy camaraderie. The only real
garet Whitton) has sold the Cleveland Indians to the question is: can the trio maintain their sacred vow when
inept and preening ex-3rd baseman, Roger Dorn (Corben the sexual tension just keeps mounting?
Bernsen). Most of the original 1989 team is present, but
The R is for naked, youthful flesh. The sexual scenes
with higher salaries. Let's start the roster with Jake Taylor could almost qualify as soft porn... just letting you know
(Tom Berenger), still catching after all these tears. Rick that this may not be the one for a first date. A couple of
"Wild Thing" Vaughn (Charlie Sheen), the super fastball blue words get thrown in, too, but the adult situations.
pitcher, is sporting a corporate look and a blonde advertis And the nudity is the principal reasons for the R.
ing exec on his arm. Pedro Cerrano (Dennis Haysbert),
the voodoo expert in the outfield, now espouses peace and China Moon
a Buddhist aura. Then there's Willie Mayes Hayes (Omar Cast: Madeleine Stowe, Ed Harris , Benicio
Epps this time), also known as Black Hammer, an action- Del Toro, Charles Dance
adventure movie star. What a bunch of showboaters!
Director: John Baily
There's also a few newcomers. Jack Parkman (David
Oh, how absolutely yummy! I've been absolutely
Keith) is afree agent with an attitude, signed as a catcher.
starving
for agood murder-mystery and here's areally juicy
Rube Baker (Eric Bruskotter), also signed as a catcher, is
one
for
me
to sink my teeth into... What's the set-up, you
afresh-cutkidfromtheMidwest. Waitaminute...doesn't
ask?
Well,
at the film's start, we see Rupert Munro
this team have too many catchers? Well, no, you see, Jake
Taylor gets talked into being the coach. Any other team (Charles Dance), a local banking bigwig, at a sleazy motel
problems? Just a few. Ya see, after giving everyone big with a curvaceous blonde—and someone is taking pi c
salaries, Dorn only has enough money to operate the team tures through the window of their tryst.
Then the scene switches to the site of a murder,
for two months—and there's four months left in the
season. Also, Wild Thing's fastball is out of order, Rube attended by Kyle Bodine (Ed Harris) and Lamar Dickey.
can throw the ball back to everyone efceept the pitcher, Bodine is a jaded homicide detective who's seen it all in
and Willie is hitting flies instead of grounders. Dorn this Florida town. In his opinion, all crooks are stupid,
panics, sells Parkman and buys Isako Tanaka (Takaaki making mistakes that allow them to get caught. Dickey
Ishibashi) from the Todyo Giants. Then he completely (Benicio Del Toro) is his young, rather unobservant
loses his mind and sells the Indians back to the witchy partner. Bodine is trying to help the kid develop aneye for
Rachel. Can this team be saved from total doom and a detail, but he hasn't yet had much luck.
losing season? Will they lose the adoration of their
One night, Lamar and Kyle go to a jazz bar and run
Number One Fan (Randy Quaid)? Can the snide sports- into Rachel Munro (MadeleineStowe), wifeof the banker.
caster, Harry Doyle (Bob Uecker) stay off the WildTurdey Kyle is smitten with her; they have a brief conversation on
during their struggle?
the outside deck, just enough to really whet his appetite.
The answers to these burning questions exist at your Rachel and Kyle meet for lunch; later, when Rupert goes
local theater. Plus, the film is rated PG, so you can suit up off for business, the two go for a moonlit boat ride, skinnydipping and more.
the whole clan and root for the Indians. Go for it!
Next thing ya know, Rachel has bought a fun. Then
Threesome
we hear snatches of two phone conversations. The two
Cast: Josh Charles, Lara Flynn Boyle, Stephen detectives respond to a domestic dispute at 201 Cypress,
Baldwin
the Munro house. Mean-spirited Rupert has heard of
Rachel's affair and has knocked her around. The cops
Director: Andrew Fleming
break it up, then leave. Later that night, a distraught
This is the tale of Eddy (Josh Charles) and his junior
Rachel
shows up at Kyle's door, tellshimaboutherplanto
year in college. That particular year, Eddy moved into a
kill
Rupert,
then she takes offfor Miami. She returns, this
coed dorm and was assigned as a roommate to Stuart
time
to
plead
with Kyle to run away with her. He agrees,
(Stephen Baldwin). They have exacdy opposite person
driving
her
to
her house so she can pack. It's a dark and
alities: Stuart is a girl-crazy, homework-shunning, a-pigrainy
night;
Kyle
is busy with the defrost and misses the
but-still-adorable kind of guy while Eddy is serious about
arrival
of
Rupert's
car. Rupert finds Rachel, starts throw
school, seemingly asexual, and neat as a pin in all respects.
ing
her
about,
sh
e
brings
out her gun, she fires, he'shit, she
The two eventually are able to establish a symbiotic
fires
again,
he
goes
down!
Rachel then shows Kyle what
relationship which is a blend of their two disparate styles.
she
has
done.
Now
what?
Does Kyle help her? Does he
For a while, all is at peace in Suite 35. Then a dorm
turnherin?
How
much
does
his partner know? Whowas
room assignment goes awry. Alex (Lara Flynn Boyle) gets
that
blonde
?
Even
more
important—did
Rachel's gunkill
designated as a male and is placed with Eddy and Stuart
Rupert?
The housing office tells Alex she has to stay put until a
Yes sir, this one's a real h
t riller, complete with blazing
transfer can be arranged. Now both guys have to move
hearts
and
smoking
guns!
It
also has an R rating, so leave
into one bedroom in the suite, give up the other bedroom
the
kids
at
home
this
time.
Come on out, dine on this
to Alex, and work out a new bathroom routine. Bummer
classic-style
feast,
and
try
to
unravel
the clues and solve
especially since the new roomie is such a grouch.
the case before the detectives do!

Major League II
Cast: Tom Berenger, Charlie Sheen, Corbin
Bernsen, Dennis Haysbert, James Gammon,
Omar Epps, David Keith, Eric Bruskotter, Bob
Uecher, Margaret Whitton, Takaaki Ishibashi,
Randy Quaid

By Jayre Lee
Staff Writer

Combination Platter
Cast: Jeff Lau, Colleen O' Brien
Director: Tony Chen
For those craving subtitles with your entertainment,
this film is sure toplease! The action takes place primarily
at the Szechuan Inn, a Chinese restaurant that also hires
those who don't yet have their green cards. The kitchen
and wait-staff are not from the same regions of C hina:
some are from the mainland, some are from Hong Kong;
some speak Cantonese, some Mandarin, but all speak
English to some extent.
Robert (Jeff Lau) is a recent arrival from Hong Kong
and is conversant in all three languages. He becomes a
waiter. His primary concern is to obtain a green card so
that he may remain in the United States to work. Basi
cally, he had two options: ask his boss to hel
p him apply for
the permit (but this process may take up to five years to
complete) or marry an American. One of his buddies
suggests that he meet with an American woman, Claire
(Colleen O'Brien), a 30-year-old computer operator.
Robert is reluctant to do so; after all, he is the only son in
hisfamilyand isexpected to marry agood Chinese woman.
Eventually, Robert consents. He and Claire begin a
friendship, going out together for meals and movies. Rob
ert also asks Mr. Lee, the restaurant owner, for help in
obtaining a green card, but his timing is wrong; the man
would like to help, but business is down and he doesn't
want to draw any attention from the government.
Robert continues dating Claire, but he keeps himself
at a distance from her. In letters home, he tells his parents
that he has met a nice woman, but states that she is
Chinese. He doesn't want his parents to be disappointed
in him, you see, and he has the misconception that
"combination platters" cannot work out.
The story is entertaining, especially the encounters
between the wait-staff and the kitchen crew. We also are
treated to the life and times of several sets of steady
customers, including a pair of semi-rude sports fans with a
penchant for gambling and the romance between an
American male and an Oriental female.
Much of the movie is spoken in English, but the most
humorous lines are written in the subtitles (so you're
actually free to laugh without fear of missing a witty
reply!). One thing you should be aware of: this film is not
rated, but the language would definitely earn it an R w
designation. Still, if s nothing you haven't heard (or seen)
before. Have fun!
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Alpha Gamma Delta
Now's the time to get involved!!
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Coming Soon in Studio A
7 for

Movies run Monday- Sunday
M-F 9 am, 12 Noon, 3pm, & 6pm
Saturday 1pm & 3pm
Sunday 5pm & 7pm

"Kalifornia"
April 25-30
"The Color Purple"
May 2—8

At

|"One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest |
May 9—15
><9
/

sponsored by CUB's VAPAC Committee
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ASC Pirates' Baseball Ranked 4th in NCAA II Play
The Armstrong State baseball Pirates, ranked fourth in NCAA II in the latest Collegiate Baseball poll,
have posted a 38-8 record through games of April 17th.

ASC 16-14

Albany State 3-7

ASC swept a doubleheader from Albany State by scores of 16-3 and 14-7.
Brian Ipock had four hits in four trips to the plate and scored four runs to lead the Pirates in game
one. Ipock had a triple and an RBI in addition to his four runs scored.
In the second game, Dave McLaughlin had two hits, including a double , and three RBIs to lead
ASC. McLaughlin was the winning pitcher, gaining his first pitching decision of the year.

ASC 7

Francis Marion(FMU) 5

The Pirates began a critical Peach Belt Athletic Conference series at Francis Marion by winning
the first game of t he series, 7-5.
Jason Miller had three hits for the Pirates and Dave McLaughlin, Tony Kunka and Preston Taylor
drove in two runs each. Clint Brooks upped his record to 6-1 by pitching 7 1/3 innings and allowing
FMU only two tuns.

ASC 5-6

FMU 3-3

ASC swept a double header from Francis Marion to clinch second place in the PBAC with a final
conference record of 15-6. The Pirates finished one game in back of USC Aiken.
Chris Tidwell went the distance for ASC in game one to pick up the win and run his record to 70 on the season.
Dave McLaughlin had two hits and three RBI in game two as Tony Kunka picked up his third win

of the season with 6 2/3 innings of work.
Kunka and Jay Sheppard added two hits each for ASC.

ASC 15

Presbyterian 7

The Bucs scored four in the top of the first and allowed Presbyterian six in the bottom of the first,
but settled down after that and went on to a 15-7 win over PC.
TonyKunkawent4-4withthreeRBls,PrestonTaylor3-6withfourRBIsandjohnWilson3-4with

m.

„

three RBIs and three runs
scored to pace the Pirates.
T*

«

1

O

«

Pembroke State 8

„

*•
John Wilson hit .667 in ASC's 1st Round tournament win
_
over Pembroke State.

ASC 5

The Pembroke State Braves upset ASC, 8-5, to takea 1-0 lead in the fir
st round of the PBAC baseball
tournament.
The Braves scored one in the eighth and two in the ninth in picking up the win.
John Wilson had two hits for ASC.

ASC 10-6 Pembroke State 7-1
Second-seeded ASC rebounded with a doubleheader sweep to advance to the PBAC finals in
Augusta. The two wins for the Pirates gave them a two-games-to-one series edge overseventh seeded
Pembroke State.
John Wilson continued to have a hot bat for ASC, going 5-8 with four runsscored and four RBIs in
the doubleheader win. Jay Sheppard had four hits on the day.
Junior lefthander Clint Brooks earned his seventhwin as he pitched the clincher forASC, allowing
only one unearned run in 8 1/3 innings.

Clint Brooks is 7—1 with 3 Saves and a 1.86 ERA.
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ONE SUMMER COURSE THAT*COULD
CHANGE THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Does your life need a change? Does the thought of fall tuition send you into spasms? Are you
dreading a summer of 9—5 at the mall? The solutions to tuition, boredom and a summer job are
Camp Ch^llengis a paid, six week leadership course conducted at Fort Knox, Kentucky. This
is NOT basic training. By attending you do not incur any obhgat'onsothem.htaryCam
Challenge is an opportunity for college students to rece.ve resume
and
self-confidence through rapelling, firing weapons ranging from the 9mm pistol to
meet students from all over the
scholarships from the
S,ud,„,s ««« am
p", ftr .11 M«.» .nd b~k
United States Army. The first scholarsh p
y
.
th student $2000 per year to
costs. The second scholarship is a category II. This scholarsh P pays i
f
cover expenses. All contracted ROTC cadets rece.ve a $100 stipend per month and
equipment at no cost.
,h,

Tv

wa.kins

the mall, or destroying your skin at

--—• --f.—

—^=c ROTC at 927-5206
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Tony Kunka

SPORT:
CLASS:
HEIGHT:
HOMETOWN:
JUNIOR COLLEGE:

Scott DeHaven

Baseball
Senior
6'2"

Moorhead, MN
Arizona Western

In his second year at ASC, Tony leads the Pirates
in home runs (10), runs batted in (49), runs (46),
and hits (44). He has a .331 batting average, fourth
on the team.
Besides being one of ASC's leading hitters, Tony
has posted a 2-1 record with three saves and a 1.78
earned run average as a pitcher.
As a junior, Tony was selected to the All-South
Atlantic Region second team after hitting .355 with
12 homeruns and 52 runs batted in.

Philipp Schertel

SPORT;
CLASS:

Baseball
Senior

HEIGHT: •
HOMETOWN:
CordgaiMUe, MO j
JUNIOR COLLEGE: Allegany (MD) CC

In his second year at A$C, Scott is hitting .338 with
seven homeruns and 23 runs batted in for the Pirates.
His 16 stolen bases is second high on the team and heis
tied for second in hits with 44. Scott isalso second in runs
scored .with 45.
As a junior, Scott was selected as a third team AllAmerican. He was nahiM to the All-South Atlantic
Region 1st team and was a member of the Peach Belt
Athletic Conference All-Conference team.

.
Regina Wieser

In her first season at ASC, Regina Wieser
has had a major impact on the women's tennis
Regina won the Rolex South Regional title in
singles play in the fall, and has posted a 23-2
record this spring while playing number one
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Men's Tennis Team Finishes Second in PBAC Tourney
The Armstrong State men's

tennis team concluded their season
by finishing seco nd in the Peach

Men's Tennis
(14-7,5-1)

Final Record

pelt

Athletic
Conference
tournament, held in Florence,
SouthCarolina, fromApril 14-17th.
The Pirates, which concluded
the season with a 14-7 record and a
number seven national ranking in
the Intercollegiate Tennis Association
national poll, compiled a 56 point
total in the PBAC tournament.
LanderUniversity, the 1993 NCAA
11 National Champion, successfully
defended their 1993 PBAC title
with a team total of 69 points.
The only individual winner for
ASC was Thcrsten Hackhe at
number two singles. Hackhe's 3-6,
6-4,6-2 win, over Brett Simpson of
Lander, earned him All-Peach Belt
honors. ASC's Philipp Schertel was
also named to the AH'PBAC team.
Philipp Schertel and Thorsten Hackhe,
pictured right, both earned All-PBAC
Honors.

2-22 at Coastal Carolina W
2-24 Georgia Southern L

2 - 26 Mercyhurst
W
2-2? at North Florida I
3- 4 Hampton
L
3- 6 Flagler
L
3-8 Carson-Newman W
Southeast Regional (2nd)
3-lOQueens (NC)
W
3-11 Francis Marion* W
3-12 Jacksonville
W
3-13Elon
L
3-15 Charleston So.
W
3-24atSlUEdw.#
W
3-25 Southwest Baptist W
4- 1 Rollins
L
4- 2 at Augusta *
W
4- 3USCSpare.*
W
4- 8 Lander *
L
4- 9 Columbus*
W
USC Aiken *
W
4-10 Georgia College * W
4-14 PBAC Tournament
# at EdwardsvlUe, IL
* Peach Belt

ASC Tennis Teams Anxiously Await
NCAA II National Tournament Bids
Men and Women Receive

3- 8 Carson-Newman

W

Southeast Regional (2nd)
3-IIFonci»M«WJft+ W
3-12 Jacksonville State W
3-13 Rollins
L
3-15CharlestjonSo,
3-29 Elon

W
W

4- 1 Nor th Florida

I

The ASC men's and women's tennis
teams are awaiting word from the NCAA
about bids to the Division II national
tournament.
Lastyear, 1993, was the first season in
three years that Armstrong State s men s
Tennis team did notadvance to the NL
AA
NC
. 'They
i 'L Cl*-%
IpUnn tnO
H national< tournament.
finished
the
season with a record of 11-12, against
possibly the toughest schedule in -the
country. The 1994 season did not appea,
'° TXa'i'hedulc that included eight
, ome ranWed in the ITA-Division II top 20

4- Slander +
a

T

"'men

SiSdtd 1W4 season with a 14-7
record and a number seven ranking in the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association (ITA)

national poll. They placed second to
defending champion Lander University in
the PBAC tournament.
The women faced quite a different
obstacle this season— living up to their

. , ri,l»nt
tennis have earned the undisputed title of
1994 PBAC Champions... and for good
reason.
The Lady Pirates finished the 1994
season witha 14—4 record,and weretanked
10th by th e 1TA . Regina Wieser earned
All cuac
PBAC. Honors
All
nonur* and
a»u was
w« named PBAC
Player of the Year. Silke Krafft and Chen
Ward earned Aid-PBAC
^
For doubles, the Silke Krafft
Honors

And coach Marlt Beye^a graduate
assistant, was named PBAC Coach ot tne

pelman^both^neitherteam
X J go W
is likely to
to .he national t—ent
Although both the men and
women are unlikely to receive team bids,
several Pirates are in contention for
individual invitations.
For the men, Philipp Schertel, the
1992 NCAA II National Champion in
singles, is almost certain to receive an

SSSSSsa asK=sr»i

PBAC Honors

receive an invitation to the national
nationa
tournament.
The ASC women's team will, in all
probability, see Regina Wieser receive an
invitation to play for the national
championship.
ASC's number one doubles team of
Silke Krafft a nd Ilka Mathiak are also a
strong contender for an invitation.
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IMPORTANT SGAE ANNOUNCEMENT:
ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJO RS—
SGAE IS UNDER NEW LEADERSHIP FOR THE 1994

Nicole McDonald
Sharyn Taylor
Eva Turner
Gloria Jackson

95 TERM.

President
Vice President
er
Secretary

Come by, meet us, and join us...
.

•

'

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

11—-12 Nicole
12—1:30 Eva
2:30—5:30 Nicole

1(1—11 Nicole
12—1:30 Nicole
3:40—4:30 Sharyn

11—*12 Nicole
12—1:30 Gloria

1(1—*11 Nicole
12—1:30 Nicole
3:4O%4:30

«

Sharvn

" Or See June Vance on 1st floor of Victor Hall in Education ••

Next SGAE Meeting: May 10th, Tuesday. Guest
Speaker— Lorie Durant, Career Planning.
Room 106, Victor Hall, 12:00 P.M.

April 27, 1994
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AHVOME: CAUGHT
SPRAY R4IKTM5
fHiSWALL
WILL BE PUNISHED

1IN SINGAPORE
DIRECTOR

STEVEN
SPIELBERG
Cartoonists & Writ ers Syndicate

at

Distributed by Tribune Media Services

Student Affairs fitter Hours
beginning

April 7,1994
The Division of Student Affairs
be open

will

Thursday evenings until 7:30 P.M
A counselor will be available for
individual appointments and/or to assist students with
the Discover computer program and Resumexpert program.
A work-study student will provide support services.

College Union Board
Representatives
for

Emcees
&

Open Door Productions
tod

There's nothing like having a PAAL to protect you at all times.
This Personal AttackAlarm from Quorum will
blast an ear-piercing 103dB (minimum) if you
simplypull the pin. And according to police,
a loud noise is usually the best deterrent
againstcrime. •Choose either the standard or
sports model Then carry it with you wherever
&ST.y°u 8°- ^ ^h00!. ^ mall, thepark, even for
a walk around the block Tlie PAAL will let out
a cry for help whenever you need it And only Quorum
products give you that kind of technology and security.

GmtactyourQtwrwnIndependentDist,ributor.

-fc the

Call Ron
or Joe at
897-2058
and tell us
you saw it
in the
Inkwell
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The name is Max. Max Moore, Detec
tive in Moneytown. It was another quiet
night at the office. I was mulling over an
old case. It was a tough one. She was a
tough one. She was so tough you could
skate on her eyes.
"Don't move, or I'll break your heart,"
she said. I told her taking chances was
my middle name. She told me that
sounded like a couple of names. So I
told her it w as my middle name AND
my last name.
"Sounds like your last chance," she
said. She was right.
That's w hen I packed it in and took
the gig at Solid State University. Well, it's
better than the California School of Drywall. And it's where I d iscovered what
I'm really good at — helping college
kids k eep their noses clean and their
money growing.
The first day of school was when I first
noticed trouble. It was a gorgeous colle
giate m orning. Frisbees, mopeds and
coeds buzzed around my brain like too
much campus cafeteria coffee. Suddenly
a cry cut the air, like a baby bird plung
ing from its nest. Better for me, this bird
was a boy. A shivering mass outside the
^S#8Sf*BDcff?fIe was a'freshman. I
could tell by the weird headgear. He
appeared confused, bewitched and
bothered. Bewildered even. He was
fumbling with a set of keys.

He was starting to rant. And I just can't
allow that.
"Just slow down, plebe," I instructed.
"And don't forget why you're here in the
first place — to learn," I added.
He drew a deep breath, and blurted,
"Yeah, I'm learning real fast. I already
know where to get the best pizza!"
This kid wasn't getting it. It was time
to set him straight. I told him the
kind of learning I was talking about
was academic. And to get academic,
OEBRA S. EDWARDS
HOLLY S. EDWARDS
ARI
ffAOW P. fflWARl
ROWLAND W. EDWARDS

LHABRE
AHMED A. ELHAG
JOHN D. ELLET
JOHN
DIANNAE ELUS ON
REBECCA ELMORE
WILLIAM H. ELTON

"With m y credit card. I c an do that,
he needed to get school books. And
he needed to use his precious dollars to I'm a P H.D.," I said calmly
buy those schoolbooks and other essen
"PH.D.?"
"Professional Hard-boiled Detective
tial supplies. I also told him to keep
track of his spending, that it would help
"Wow!" he repeated.
He'd learn fast in this place I decided
him get through the entire school year.
Hey, it's my job. I'd have done it for any to leave before he asked for h elp with
undergrad.
his Latin. Besides, it was time to get back
He looked up at me with a mixture of to the office andadd some new Maxims
confusion and enlightenment. I like
to the casebook:
1. Stay on top of your spending at
that. He reached out.
school. Don't let your wants rob you of
It was like shaking hands with a
squash racket.
your true needs. Keep enough money
for books and other necessary supplies.
"Sure thing, Mr. —"
2. Don't spend all y our cash in o ne
"Max Moore, Detective in Mon
eytown."
gift sho p. If yo u're careful, you'll have
enough to make it th rough the entire
"Sure thing, Mr. Moneytown."
Then I helped him get in his locked
school year.
Good stuff, huh' Well, I've got a book
dorm. I sliced my trusty credit card
full of more. If yo u'd like a free copy,
through the doorjamb like I was cutting
bologna in the campus cafeteria. I nod 
call 1-800-833-9666 and ask for me, Max
ded toward his dorm to indicate he
Moore, Detective in Moneytown. It's
should go in, and he went in. He was
part of a public service of Citibank Mas
good at following directions. Then he
terCard® and Visa®.
- turned back.
"Wow! How'd you open the door?"

103 HOMESTEAD DR
RT 1 BOX 283
12012 MlflRNO RD «A£

294

858-2802
858-2715
920-2810

W

210 TRAVIS FIELD RD
1833 E DERENNE AV£

92!

•102 B WUUUHOUSI
P O BOX 60241
603 CAROLINE ST
3112-B
142 PALI
3304 GE
4750
RT 2 BOX 567-B
309 MIDDLETON ST
310 W WHATLEY ST

000Q.

232-5205
876-3306
354-4323
171
127
19
748-9473
748-8533
748-7477

ma

JANIS T. FLOYD
JENNY A. FLOYD
NNETH J. FLOYD
LOYO
ITY
RTY
JANIS S. FOLSOM
SHERRI R. FOLSOM
JIMMY B. FOLSO ME

WflENWk CT
9201 MELODY DR
BOX ?43-A

927-4366
927-8872

^T*l67

IC^Jnseca

FONTANEZ
Y H. FORD
SHEROLYN L FORD
TINA M. FO RDHAM
I. FORENflD

»5I

VALERIE A. FOSS
ANNIE E. FOSTER
SUSAN N. FOSTER

JENNIFER L FOURNIER
LEIGH A. FOW LER

AMANDA K. ENNIS
KA

47 FIDDLERS COURT
87 BROWN PELICAN OR

201 W MONTGOMERY XRD * 102920-1050
106 HOLCOMB ST
101 KEflBSHIRE CT

735 BEECHWOOD CT
101 ST GEORGE BLVD *105
137 BLUE HERON DR
GEO
|GEO
ST
HOUSTON ST
121 BEA RD
12 CULVERTON

He was a freshman. I could

I waited the length of time it takes a
coed to call her parents and then said
easily, "What seems to be the prob
lem, kid?"
He gave me a look like a police dog
that lost the scent.
"I can't find the right key to my resi
dence hall!" h e cried. He was a fresh
man, all right.
"You mean your dorm, kid."
He jangled his keys like they were
trinkets from some lost civilization he
wasn't able to understand. "I guess I'm
just so excited to be here," he said.
"Uh-huh," I said. I could see that.
It was like shaking hands
with a squash racket.

"You see," he continued, drooling
slightly, "i n college, I get my own mail
box and meal plan! And I might even
get to meet my future wife in the Future
Husbands of America Club!"

9111 WHITE BLUFF *30
77 ROBINSON LOOP
220 FERGUSON AVE
k 43 £^AmggN RD

CHRISTINE B. FERRELL
DODD I. FERRELLE
WENQM^. FERRERIRA

BRI^^HETTY,
Mi

:F1
DEMLA B. FIELDS
OWEfcLfc. Fl
VA»IE

IflMPC; P F1N1 FY

ROBIN R. FISK
ANDREW M. FITZGERA LD
DANI
PAMI
ROSlflS.
CARLl. FL!
VlCIOf A. FLI
NERldj FLOR
I FAH *. FLQ1
IFLO'
DONALD E. FLOYD
EDNA L. FLOYD
IDA E. FLOYD

16 TIDEWATER RD
1 FRANKLIN CREEK RD SO
4M6 BETTY DR.
BG
5 AfffcCOR
250 NORTH COLLEGE ST
TRAJL

IE
IOSE
RT 1 BOX 44A
304 KE

764-7838
927-0444
265-7974
665
566
101 C 927-0522
925-5192
884-2905
354-6971

WILLIE L. GADSON
LISA M. GALEN
NANCY C. GALLAHE
J. GALL
M. GALLO'
GANEM
OLIVIA F. GARBETH
ELCHOR U Gi

W16i951

10

SC0H G. GARMAl
JOSEPH A. GARMAN.III
KATHY H. GARRETT

1821

P.O.
557 BUSH R
501 RED
117 SUMMIT RIDGE DR
1217 E 49TH ST
—~LD CROSS
fK ST

BARBARA T. GASKIN
AMY J. GASTER
ROBERT J. GATCHEL
SUSAN R. GATTMAN
BEV
DARY

MONK?
NANCY 1

,4 CHARLES ST PO BOX 344 784-«u4
3210 WHATLEY AVE
19 HELMKEN ST

233*0950
233 0950

8505 WATERS AVE *91
927-8664
12012 MIDDLEGORUND M103
25^BjtAHp*Jfy*OAD
354-7023

IGER
CH
DEBHM M. GEORGE
DOUGLAS E. GEORGE

28 RAUS6ATE RD
28 RAMSGATE
113 wnnDAl L WAY
ING1

rD^BT <

857 LIVE OAK DR
303 E GASTON APT
USA MEDDACl
1212 HOMERI
20 MONTCLAJ
98 BROWN
11935 ABER
15 PARKWO
102 E.l
820 STILLY
RT 4 BOX 12
143 ABERCORN ST APT 2S
101 ST GEORGE BLV 10A
13506 ROCKINGHAM RD
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It's been changed!!!
the ASC

mCHBASH

has been rescheduled for
FRIO Ay, MAI/ 2 0, 1994
SPAAJKj/'S
BE
I
You Have One Week to put you ASC window decal on your car!
Twenty prizes will be awarded to students!
Put your sticker on today!

Free Aerobics
to alt
ASC students, faculty, staff

E

12:00-12:50

I

M-at-F
SC Gymnasium|

Jo
Cfr

instructor: Jennifer Uacala
For More information contact Aynn Roberts at 9Z7-S336
Sponsored by ASC Sntramurals and Recreational Activities

v

.
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!
Individuals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest Spring
Break Destinations, call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013.

GREEKS AND CLUBS
Earn $50-$250 for yourself plus up to $500
for your club! This fund raiser cost
nothing and lasts one week. Call nowana
receive a free gift.
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+ monthlySynner/holidays/full-time. World travel.
Carribbean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexica.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck
Hands, Casino Workers, etc. No
experience necessary. Call 602-680-4647,
ext. CI47

Earn $5OO-$lO0O weekly for stuffing
envelopes. For details-RUSH $1.00 with
SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentrec Drive
Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901

Typing of term papers, letters, resumes,
etc. Laserprinter, grammarcheck,
reasonable rates.
Call Mrs. Clark—354-6687.

Mature, experienced, professional
bookkeeper needed for southside law
office.... flexible hours... send resume and
references to: Bookkeeper, Post Office
Box 14477, Savannah, Georgia, 31416.

Part-time Sales opening. 25 hours/
week, salary + commission. Apply 'n
person—Rick's Big & Tall in Chatham
Plaza. No experience neccesary, but
familiarity with computers required.

